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4 Middle English

the systematic changes in the pronunciation of consonant clusters and of long 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

age in the West Midlands) appear in a dialect and a prosody that may have 

Beowulf
turies, with virtually no effect on English life and literature until their redis
covery in the late 1700s.

ME is a complex and multilayered period in English linguistic history, and the 
aim of this chapter is to illustrate the varieties of its forms and the imaginative, 
personal, and social uses to which it was put. There is no single, accepted edito

into West Saxon). There is no single representative literary voice for ME. Geof

century England (and may have lived in London at the same time). Compare the 
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The Canterbury Tales 
with the alliterative patterns of Piers Plowman:

Whan that Aprill with his shoures soote
The droghte of March hath perced to the roote,

(Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales

Wente wide in this world wondres to here.
Ac on a May morwenynge on Malverne hilles

(Langland, Piers Plowman, lines 1–6)

shoures, soote, droghte, roote) with 
words of French inheritance (veyne, licour, vertu, engendred, ), Langland’s 

Somer, softe, and sonne 
are all OE words. So are went, wide, world, and wondres. While the word unholy 
(OE unhalig) is English, habit and heremite are newer, Latin terms from the 
world of the Church. Langland’s shoop sceapan, 

Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight:

After þe sesoun of somer wyth þe soft wyndez

Wela wynne is þe wort þat waxes þeroute,

(Gawain, lines 516–20)
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from Latin and French. Zeferus is from Latin, and what he does here is 
himself . Sedez is our 

erbez wynne 
wort (root), and waxes

ing words donkande dewe dropez. Dew and dropez donkande is 

dialect of this poem, the gerund form that southern and London ME would have 
ande

• Bide
• Blysful
• Blusch

pearance in Gawain
OED.

ing nature and exploited those changes for imaginative and social purposes.

This statement does not mean that every person could read and write English, 
French, and Latin. Nor does it mean that any single person or group would have 
encountered all of these languages in the course of their lives. What it means 
is that these three languages were the media for intellectual, literary, religious, 

contemporary John Gower wrote long poems in English, French, and Latin; he 

so widespread that we now have great caches of family and institutional cor
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illustrates how various writers used the resources of their local or personal form 

of the personal voices that we can recover from the written page.

From OE to ME: Changes in Sound and Structure

Over the six centuries that OE was the dominant vernacular in England, the 
language changed in pronunciation, grammatical form, and expressive organiza
tion. To read texts in late OE is to see the distinctions in word endings progres

One of the most important documents for studying the political and linguistic 
Peterborough Chron-

icle
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. This text, which ap

pears in a variety of versions written at different times and places in England, of

(or annals) are clearly imagined, copied from previous texts, or are more cases 
of lore and legend than history.

Whatever their relationship to lived experience, the texts of the Peterborough 
Chronicle
sound of their language. A good example is the changing form of the introduc

Peterborough Chronicle uses this formula 
On þissum geare. The preposition 

On þison geare. 
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On þis geare. The 

Peterborough Chronicle On þis gear.

have shown that the Chronicle entries from 1122 to 1131 were all written at the 

dence that writers and readers recognized that their language was changing and 

consonant gradually reduce to a single vowel (or an indiscriminate, unstressed 
vowel and a consonant). Endings that originally had different vowels gradually 

pear entirely.

far from the site of the initial conquest and further still from the administrative 
Chronicle is changing in the 

The Peterborough Chronicle
early ME prose as a medium of personal expression. The entry for 1137 surveys 

full effect.

hadde get his tresor – ac he todeld it and scattered sotlice. Micel hadde Henri 
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most of the grammatical endings have dropped out (there is no ending for Ðis, 
gære

faren
its past tense is, as here, for
as underfangen

eom, corresponding to 
the West Saxon OE word eam (the word in various forms survives well into the 

wenden, “they 
wene, still found in certain English dialects.

here is his uncle’s tresor, his wealth or treasure. The word comes from the Latin, 
thesaurus

tresor is 
pure OE: todeled
scatered

ops, he puts them in prisun Peterborough 
Chronicle entry and then in this one. When the chronicler tells us that in spite of 
everything, Stephen really was an ineffective ruler, that’s when the real atrocities 
start to happen.
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Once again, we have the traditional þa/

lary: mild, soft, good. The word wunder

wundor, two wundor justise – a very special word 
OED

Chronicle is the 

The new words entering the chronicler’s lexicon are words for legal and ad

liam the Conqueror, these were the words that gave voice to new structures of 
power. A word such as castle

the words of the Peterborough Chronicle for 1086 (writing on the conqueror’s 

comes from the Latin, castrum

castles.“ Every rich man: rice
Reich in German, rix in Celtic, raj 

rex

Reading the Peterborough Chronicle shows us the ways writers tried to sus
tain a tradition of OE prose while responding to and recording linguistic and 

year 1258, in his Provisions of Oxford, announced that he would continue to 
respect the strictures of the Magna Carta, that great document of 1215 in which 

Carta and a commitment to a Parliament that would meet three times a year.
Henry’s proclamation was issued in Latin, French, and English. That English 
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þæt we willen and unnen þæt þæt ure rædesmen, alle oþer þe moare dæl of 

mandie, de Aquitien, et cunte de Angou, a tuz sez feaus clers et lays sauz. 

well that we want and desire that our counselors, the greater portion of whom 

good of the realm, according to the provisions of those aforesaid counselors, 

thirteenth century as the common words for power and social value, and trans

Le grace Deu Godes fultume

Conseil rædesmen

nostre reaume

fultume

i-lærde and i-leawed translates as 
lewed in OE meant not 
Saches ke means “you 

rædesmen, an adviser, a giver of rad, which in OE meant advice. Such a word 
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Beowulf (where Hrothgar has 
men who give him rad

of powerful, local connotation (OE kuneriche
reaume

general sense of political control).

honour treoþe

reaume loande

commandons hoaten

tresor hord

the text

lation in the political program of reform.
(1996, p. 9)

The Sounds and Forms of Early Middle English

þe and þæt

OE long a o
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example of this change is the pronunciation of the OE word nama
a

quantitatively lengthened a. Other vowels were similarly lengthened. The word 
abidan in OE had a quantitatively short i

stæf
word staf sta-
fas

a

a
coming from a long a.

Of course, there were exceptions. ME path pathes

sound change in ME.

dialects of ME, nor did it happen at the same time. Modern scholars have de

and teach these changes to explain how Modern English sounds emerge from 
earlier environments.

Other changes that were going on during this period, and that help explain 
modern pronunciations, include the metathesis of certain OE sound groups. Me
tathesis is the transposing of sounds, for example, in the pronunciation of “spa

During the early ME period, new pronunciations of the following OE words 
emerged:

beorht
hutte
thunnor > thunder
thurgh > through
axian
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Vowels

• save and caas; pronounced as in Mod

• lene, heeth, breath; pronounced as in 

• need, sweete; pronounced as in Mod

• bite and ; pronounced as in Mod

• holy
• do, so, or mone; pronounced as in Modern Eng

• mus, and hous; pronounced as in Modern English 

ME also developed a set of diphthongs:

• 
words such as daie, weye, may.

• 
and found in words such as boy, annoy.

• 
fought

howse).

(which no longer rhyme) were the same in ME (the sound ).
Finally, many ME words end with an unstressed e. This sound may at times 

toune in the phrase, “out 
name is spelled 

Consonants

Although the system of OE consonant clusters was simplifying during the ME pe
riod, some remain. OE hring, hlahian, hwaet
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without the initial aspirated h knight in ME remained pronounced 
k

continuant. So a word such as gnawen
with the initial g.

thorn). Early printers maintained this convention. Thus, it is not uncommon to 

historical pronunciation.
yogh, 3, out of the OE g. This letter could 

represent several sounds, depending on its place in the word:

3eothe, 3eare, 3onge
thought, through, knight

Stress and Syllables

remains in Modern English.

marriage would have had four syl
Governance, steadfastnesse, and similar words would have had 

e.

Nouns

opposed to case endings), in many cases, ME did preserve word endings that 

sessive (except in certain cases) and (except in certain other cases) the plurals 
of nouns.
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Exceptions to these general rules came from OE words with different ways 

ME preserved many of these:

rals. Thus, the OE plural of boc, bec, came to appear largely as bokes
of Chaucer. The OE word broþer had the plural form breþer
dialects (especially southern ME), an older en plural was added on, giving the 

Verbs

Ancrene Wisse: Scheoten, scheat 
huttenen, ishoten
reduced to shoot, shot, i-shot(en)
wind up with only three forms:

ride, rode, ridden
drive, drove, driven
write, wrote, written

weax
waxed.
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hang, hung, hanged
shine, shone, shined

Personal Pronouns

ME is the period in which a great variety of personal pronouns appear, depend
ing on the time and place of the written text. OE personal pronouns were words 

h. Thus he was the masculine; heo was the feminine; hir was the 

that change the system of pronouns:

• 
• 

• 

the migration of people from the north and Midlands to London during the late 

ent manuscripts of the same text may have different forms of the pronouns. Pro
nominal forms were far from standard in the ME period and far from standard 

also came to distinguish informal and formal terms of address and relationship, 
perhaps modeled on the French vous and tu
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Clerk’s Tale, for example, patient Griselda will address her 

(CLT, lines 881–2)

turns to her and uses the thou form of intimacy:

Idioms and Verb Phrases

are French nouns, illustrating that Chaucer is adapting French idioms into his 

The Scandinavian Element in ME

and most of our words for government, administration, cuisine, high culture, 
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riod, many Scandinavian words and pronunciations entered the northern dialect. 

There are several ways we can trace this Scandinavian impact. First, there are 

different meanings. OE dream dream
meaning replaced that of the OE. Similarly, OE deor
deor

vindauga
Second, there were many words that OE and ME shared with Scandinavian 

Scandinavian. Thus, the following words meant the same things:

kirk
Third, words that were unique to the Scandinavian languages entered regional 

English and, later, metropolitan speech and writing. Often, these words had dis
tinctive sounds: ill, ugly, muggy
northernisms in his Reeve’s Tale

he, 
hem, hir, hire they, them, their, theirs. Charting 

with a great degree of detail.
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Different Forms of French in ME

Words from French entered ME at different times and in different ways. During 

These were largely words for particular religious, social, political, and architec
tural concepts. Among the earliest were words such as (in their Modern English 
equivalents):

castle
honor

martyr
miracle
prison
privilege
rent
treasure
virtue

A second wave of French loan words came in from Central French. When Henry 

• 
gu spelling.

• wiles guile
• William Guillaume
• war guerre
• warden guardian
• warrantee guarantee

• c for Central French words 
ch.

• castle château
• cap chapeau
• cattle chattel
• carriage chariot
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Lais and Fables of Marie de France and the 
Chanson de Roland

complex social structures and philosophical concepts. The following words are 

words in English:

ioun, ion: explanation, relation
ment: amendment, commandment
ence or aunce: eminence, reference
our, or or: color, favor

assent
engender
expression
inspire
intention

laureate
predication
protestation

steadfastness
verdict
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ME in the Fourteenth Century

Sir Orfeo) represent how European literary 

in French and Latin). At the end of the period, Chaucer, Langland, Gower, mysti

written down: The Ayenbite of Inwit in the south, the Cursor Mundi in the north, 
Gawain and the Green Knight in the West Midlands, and Chaucer’s poetry in a 

Perhaps the most famous of Chaucerian passages is the opening of The Canter-
bury Tales
transformation of literary conventions into an original authorial voice:

Whan that Aprill with his shoures soote
The droghte of March hath perced to the roote,

The tendre croppes, and the yonge sonne
Hath in the Ram his half cours yronne,

That slepen al the nyght with open ye

And specially from every shires ende

(lines 1–18)
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Chaucer’s status as a linguistic innovator stems, in many ways, from passages 
engendered and inspired were new words at the end 

of the fourteenth century, coming from Latin and French. Words such as vertu 
and melodye

raries, was acutely aware of etymologies and contexs. The word vertu comes 
from the Latin vir
power, with the showers of April piercing the drought of March and engender
ing things, gender is everywhere. So a word such as melodye

The Miller’s Tale, after 

origin such as holt, heethe, croppes, halwes, londes, and shires – there is a highly 

corages – the French word 

The rites of pilgrimage are Latin and Romance ones. The words for this 
 practice – palmeres, pilgrimages, martir – contrast with the word for the  people 
performing them: folk
rhymed couplets, a metrical form carefully developed from Continental verse, 
he concludes this great opening sentence with a single rhyme and an  evocation 

Seke and seeke rhyme 

of the initial sounds – hem hath holpen – slow down the pace of reading (this 

holpen.
At the level of syntax, Chaucer’s ME still sustains the older OE word patterns 

who, what, which, 
and when

Pastoral Care: “Ða ic ða ðis eall 
gemunde, ða gemunde ic

of The Canterbury Tales

When April pierces...
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us how Chaucer carefully uses the resources of his vernacular to shape a vivid 
sense of seasonal change and local identity.

Of course, there is much more to ME than Chaucer and The Canterbury Tales. 
Medieval lyricists appropriated Continental forms of verse (the pastourelle, the 
rondeau, and others) to offer supple, vernacular expressions of love and nature. 
Religious writers recorded prayers and penance, lives of the saints, and mystical 
moments. While Latin remained the medium of intellectual and devotional ex
pression in the university and the Church, English was increasingly the vehicle 

(ca ca Revelations of Divine Love in the 1380s, record

yow forms, the plural; she often transforms Latin religious terms into vernacular 
ones. Her word schewynge
and it does so in a way that is powerfully conscious of the etymology of that 
word. Revelation is from re-velare, literally a pulling away of the curtain (the 

apocalyptein, apocalpyse, which literally 
means a pulling away of a covering). While there are some words from Latin 

rhythm and structure. Febille and freylle
techare 

soverayne one. That word had powerful resonances in the late 

hate and love charyte, 
a word that recalls the caritas of St. Paul and a whole tradition of the Church 
Fathers.
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Julian of Norwich is one of many personal voices in ME, and what is clear 

 
our own.

The Voices of Middle English

friends and relatives. This practice grew out of the needs for aspiring gentry and 
aristocrats to manage lands and monies. Many of these letters are little more than 
itemized accounts. This practice also responded to the social fact that during that 

success in London. Some married outside of expectations. Some tried service at 

of sustaining relationships and, furthermore, developing a personal vernacular 

Among the many pieces of evidence for these uses of English, the letters of 

Agnes Paston (ca

dictated, and several of them rich with personal and local detail.

landscape, and it signaled an assertion of privacy and property at odds with com
munity standards. Here we may actually hear something of the men and women 

and þe wall were puddoun, þou he were an hondryd myle fro Paston, he wyste 

And þe seyd Warnys wyfe wyth a lovde vosse seyd, ‘All þe deuyllys of hell 

day after All Hallows Day after evensong, said openly in the churchyard that 
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said with a loud voice, “May all the devils of hell draw her soul to hell on a 

d represents what linguists would 
t, and it gives us a little window into the 

sonic features of the local English. The syntax of these speeches seems to con
trast with that of the surrounding representation of indirect speech. Notice the 

range of locutions in ME that may offer a window to the sound and sense of  

mous for his vulgar characters: the Host of his Canterbury Tales, declaiming that 
the Chaucerian pilgrim’s Tale of Sir Thopas

ME literature is full of such vulgarity. The cycle plays from the north of Eng

local men and women. The Townley Play of Noah

Noah: 
Wife: 
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Noah: 
 
 

Noah: 
Wife: 
Noah: 
 

to religious life. She is one of English literature’s great originals. The Book of 
Margery Kempe

and says:

Margery, if her come a man wyth a swerd and wold smyte of myn hed 

trewth of yowr consciens – for ye sey ye wyl not lye – whether wold ye 

(Staley 1996, p. 37)

not lie – whether you would stand to have my head cut off or stand for me to 

unclennesse.
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not let him go any further. A long discussion follows, in which they try to reach 

in the medieval Catholic Church, and the deeply devotional Margery will have 

For all the craftedness of the narrative, this extended piece of domestic drama 

in this dialogue descends from Old English. Those exceptions are the ones that 
communen

here is to engage in common activity in a natural way. Elsewhere, Margery tells 

day people. To get a greater sense of the voices of Middle English, we can turn 
to the study of its dialects.

Middle English Dialects and Dialectology

linguistics such as the Linguistic Atlas of Late Middle English. Scholars have 
sought to document all recorded forms of spelling, sounds, and forms and map 

Such maps give us a strong sense, now that the standard maps of ME geographi
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spelling or the spelling conventions of the authors or exemplars from which they 
copied. What was once thought of as a regional dialect, for example, may really 

Figure 4.1  
ca. 1200–1350

Source: Lerer (2015)
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Figure 4.2  

person plural pronoun
Source: Lerer (2015)
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scholar who has examined these letters (and many others) in great detail con

variation and temporal change are far more complex processes than traditional 

vernacular. Writing in 1385, Englishman John of Trevisa commented on the var

Polychronicon
for a political and social context to the dialects of his time:

Souþeron, Norþeron, and Myddel speche (in þe myddel of þe lond), as hy 

lyng furst wiþ Danes and afterward wiþ Normans, in menye the countray 
longage is apeyred, and some useþ strange wlaffyng, chyteryng, harryng and 

On ys, for chyldern in scole, a3enes þe usage and manere of al oþer nacions, 

slyttyng and frotyng, and unschape, þat we Southeron men may þat longage 

Engelond woneþ alwey fer from þat contray.

try), as they came from three groups of people from Germania, nonetheless, 
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strange wlaffyng, chyteryng, harryng and garryng, grisbittyng. This corrup

themselves as if they were gentlemen, and they try with great effort therefore 

so sharp, cutting and scratching, and unshapely, that we Southern men may 

writing as a Londoner, he disparages the northern dialects). Third, the northern 
dialect is unique, and that uniqueness comes from a particular mix of geographi
cal and social factors.

A century later, William Caxton raised the question of what the proper form of 

translation of a French version of the Aeneid (the Eneydos

eyren. We 

ers and eyren is a descendant of the OE word from southern dialects.

regional variation and linguistic challenge. The study of ME dialects can help us 
understand the sociolinguistic condition of vernacular life in medieval England. 

ments. Furthermore, it can show us how modern historical linguists develop a 
methodology of evidence collection and assessment and, in turn, its representa
tion in visual form.
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Northern

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

East Midland

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

West Midland

• 
• 
• 
• 

Southern

• 
• 
• 
• 

Kentish

• cynne
• 
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• 
• 

editions of Chaucer’s poetry, for example, will have the following features:

• fæder
• kynning
• deop
• 
• 

grammatical case. Note Chaucer’s line: “That hem hath holpen, whan that 
they

For students of English literature, this information helps explain episodes of 
humor and social criticism. Chaucer’s Reeve’s Tale
seen as an extended satire on the rustic northernisms of its two university student 
characters. Here are some examples of how these two students, John and Aleyn, 

These examples show what Londoners would have heard as characteristic fea

werkes, wagges). The ch sound in a word 
such as swiche
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here: boes til taa ille.
Of course, the Reeve’s Tale

guage, the challenges of using everyday speech to represent the world of ex

of the Reeve’s Tale

of these students distills itself into a poetic line whose echoic form and liquid 
assonances sum up the whole Tale

Second Shepherd’s Play, one of the cycle dramas from the town of 

2nd Shepherd: 
3rd Shepherd: 
Mak: 
 The self and the some, sond from a great lording,
 And sich.
 
 
 
 
1st Shepherd: 
2nd Shepherd: 
3rd Shepherd: I
Mak: 
 At a word,
 And tell evyn how ye doth.
1st Sheperd: 
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nunciation of the vowel: instead of the long a sound in the Reeve’s Tale
we have the long o

ilkon, wrang, and lang

Pardoner’s Tale, the angry Host tells the Pardoner 

search shows us the great diversity of the English language, with levels of varia

level, such a study can show us how questions of social identity and personal 

through the history of the English language is the reason for language change. 

point of view, ME dialects have a place in the vector of language change. North

development. Here is Dan Michel of Northgate’s version of the Lord’s Prayer, 

and vorlet ous our yeldings: as we vorleteþ our yelderes. and ne ous led na3t: 

Ayenbite of Inwit
vader, 
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vorlet, vonding, vri, zuo cominde). There 

and whale roads of Beowulf
with the postponed possessive (father our, instead of our father). Finally, there is 

Ayenbite
Inwit

to the prayer. Here, we see a regional writer transforming Continental Christian 
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